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n October, The Globe and Mail surveyed readers about where your
lifestyle interests lie. The results tell us that details such as craftsmanship, history and connecting with the creative side of fashion, design
and entertaining matter a lot, and that you love to be inspired to take
off on an incredible journey. Conveniently, our annual travel edition
of The Globe and Mail Style Advisor reveals how a curiosity about
style can bump a destination to the top of your to-go list.
Our big features – exploring the architecture, interiors and furniture of
Brazil (“Designs on Sao Paulo,” PAGE 30); travelling with artist Nadia Gohar
to a Chanel exhibition in Tokyo (“Privé tour,” PAGE 36); and crossing the
Caribbean in pursuit of rum’s past (“On the run,” PAGE 40) – each offer a
fresh perspective on what might be a familiar place. We also found that spirit
of reinvention in spots as varied as Corner Brook, Nfld., Kuala Lumpur, New
Zealand’s Ahuriri Valley and Japan’s Seto Inland Sea. They all appear in our
Omnibus and Essentials pages thanks to clever hoteliers who looked to local
traditions and landscapes to develop surprising new homes away from home.
The survey findings also emphasize that you want to feel good about
the choices you’re making as consumers. In tourism, that’s reflected in the
push toward more eco-friendly options. Articles about the sustainabilityminded design of the Hugo Boss racing yacht (“Reset sail,” PAGE 22) and
Holt Renfrew’s beach getaway-ready Uncrate Oceans collection, which
supports the preservation of sea life (“Turn the tide,” PAGE 12), are a few
of the latest examples of this green shift.
Deciding where, how and why to travel is always a balancing act. I hope
this issue makes it easier to book your next escape, or gives you a new reason
to revisit a place you already love.

Andrew Sardone
Editorial Director
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NEWSLETTER

INSTAGRAM

ON THE COVER

Every Thursday, The Globe and Mail’s
style newsletter features fashion, design
and entertaining news plus cross-Canada
shopping tips. Sign up through
theglobeandmail.com/newsletters.

For the latest style commentary and
inspiration from The Globe and Mail,
follow @GlobeStyle on Instagram, and
don’t forget to tag your Style Advisor
posts with #GlobeStyleAdvisor.

Casa de Vidro in Sao Paulo,
by architect Lina Bo Bardi,
is open to visitors curious about
the city’s design aesthetic.
Photo by Fran Parente.
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CONTRI BUTORS
The magazine’s creative team shares their dream destinations for 2020

Writer MATTHEW HAGUE
is a regular design contributor
to The Globe and Mail. For the
magazine’s cover story (“Designs
on Sao Paulo,” PAGE 30),
he travelled to South America’s
largest city with a group of
Canadians including Avenue Road
owner Stephan Weishaupt to
understand Brazil’s influence on
architecture and interiors.

Contributing beauty editor
CAITLIN AGNEW explores
wellness and retail trends in
The Globe’s Pursuits section.
Her contributions to this issue
include a roundup of new
eco-friendly grooming items
to take on your next trip
(“Green on the go,” PAGE 20).
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While assembling this issue, the magazine’s
team picked out these extra trends and tips

T H I N K LO C A L

Ethiopia. I have always
wanted to visit with my
friends.’

I’ve never been to
Canada’s North and if I
could pick any place to
start, I’d book a flight
to Cape Dorset in Nunavut.
I’d love to see the Kenojuak
Cultural Centre and Print
Shop and learn more
about how a town with
less than 1,500 people
has become so famous
around the world for
producing such exquisite
drawings, sculptures
and prints.’

I’ve never been to Hawaii.
Nature and people and
photo projects are what
draw me to a destination.
I’m lucky to have a friend
who’s based there; travelling is always better
with local knowledge.’

Morocco, to see what
captivated Yves Saint
Laurent, the Rolling Stones
and my parents in the
1970s, and Belgrade,
which I hear is the most
recent city to be crowned
the new Berlin.’

Cairo-born, Toronto-based
artist NADIA GOHAR’s work
has been exhibited at the Zona
Maco art fair in Mexico City
and Interstate Projects gallery
in New York. Here, she shares
her experience attending
Chanel’s latest Mademoiselle
Privé exhibition in Tokyo
(“Privé tour,” PAGE 36).

In Kyoto, Japan, for our fashion
feature, we connected with a local guide.
Sara Aiko put together an inspiring tour to
spots such as the ceramics studio Nota Shop,
in Shiga, and the restaurant, Monk, situated
along a quiet canal in the city. It was a reminder
that one of the best ways to discover a
destination is with the insight of someone who
can connect your interests with a place he
or she knows intimately. Connect with Aiko
via Instagram @curatedkyoto.

LAND HO
One of the stories we hoped to share
in this edition was the opening of artist
Michael Heizer’s City earthwork in the Nevada
desert, which he began building in 1972.
Multiple sources suggest 2020 is the year
this massive sculpture will finally debut but
details are still scarce. In an era when
blockbuster art fairs and Instagrammable work
are reason enough for many aesthetes to
travel, it’s bound to become a must-visit spot.
For more information, watch gagosian.com.

Photographer NATHAN CYPRYS
recently spent three weeks
in Chile’s Atacama Desert for an
artist residency program, and
travelled around the Caribbean
for this issue’s drinks feature
(“On the run,” PAGE 40)
about the history of rum in
Bermuda and Barbados.

DELICIOUS DETOUR
If you follow our suggestion on page 8 to visit
the Bourse de Commerce – Pinault Collection
gallery when it opens this spring in Paris, you
will be mere metres away from the city’s top
foodie destination. It’s not a restaurant, but
E. Dehillerin. Opened in 1820, the legendary
kitchen supply store has been a favourite of
the likes of Julia Child, Ina Garten and other
culinary stars drawn in by the copper cookware
sparkling in the front window. For more
information, visit edehillerin.fr.

PHOTOS BY TED BELTON (NADIA PIZZIMENTI), NICK WONG (NATHAN CYPRYS), RENATA KAVEH (CAITLIN AGNEW), ISTOCK (KYOTO), GOOGLEMAPS (CITY).

NADIA PIZZIMENTI
is The Globe and Mail Style
Advisor’s contributing fashion
editor and a CAFA-nominated
stylist. For this issue, she put
together a feature highlighting
unique luggage that stands
out on the baggage carousel
(“Carried away,” PAGE 17).

I just booked a trip to
Puglia this summer. I’d like
to spend a couple of weeks
in over-the-top, dreamy
summer dresses and
what better place to do it?
My grandparents grew up
there, so I’d love to go to
their hometown. It’s been
on my list forever.’

#BTS
CREATING
THE 2020
TRAVEL
EDITION

The dome of Paris’s
historic Bourse de
Commerce sits
above a new gallery
space designed by
Tadao Ando for the
Pinault Collection.

DESTINATIONS

In the round
Paris’s historic Bourse de Commerce is about to become
the contemporary art world’s must-visit gallery

T

he worlds of
art and commerce
have, perhaps,
never been
cozier, so it’s
appropriate that
Paris’s newest art museum
will inhabit the city’s former
commodities exchange. The
Bourse de Commerce – Pinault
Collection opens this June and
will be an impressive showcase
for contemporary work from
the private collection of French
billionaire and supercollector,
François Pinault.
CON T I N U E D ON PAGE 10 9
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PHOTO BY MAXIME TÉTARD COURTESY OF THE BOURSE DE COMMERCE – PINAULT COLLECTION.

N EW/N OTEWORTH Y

O
HOTELS

Malaysia’s
new look

For more
information, visit
boursedecommerce.fr.

Pinault is the
founder of Kering, the
international luxury
group that owns megawatt
brands such as Gucci, Yves
Saint Laurent and Balenciaga. In 2003, he left
management of the glitzy conglomerate to his
son, François-Henri Pinault, and pursued art
collecting full-time. Since he started collecting
in the 1980s, Pinault has amassed 5,000 works
by contemporary artists. The exact list of artists that will hang at the Bourse has yet to be
revealed but Pinault’s proclivities for pieces by
the likes of Cindy Sherman, Cy Twombly and
Sigmar Polke hint at the mix.
With US$170-million invested in the
redevelopment, the Bourse is certainly
Pinault’s most ambitious project yet. After a
failed attempt to develop a museum on the
outskirts of Paris in the early 2000s, Pinault
opened two galleries in Venice, Palazzo Grassi
and Punta della Dogana, to house temporary
exhibitions. But neither boasts the gravitas
of the Bourse, a 130-year-old structure in the
heart of the city’s Les Halles neighbourhood.
The space is being transformed by Japanese
architect Tadao Ando. The building’s exterior
and landmarked façade, skylights and frescoes
will be restored to their original condition,
while the interior will be reimagined into
circular galleries that mimic the shape of the
building. In the centre, an open hall will allow
for a view of the 30-metre-high dome and
showcase large-scale works.
In a city that already houses so many of
art’s greatest treasures in government-funded
institutions such as the Louvre, Centre Pompidou and the Musée d’Orsay, many in the art
world have noted that the Bourse represents a
larger shift toward private collections becoming important to the public consumption of
artwork. In the past few years, the biggest art
openings in both size and buzz factor have
been tied to wealthy connoisseurs. In 2015,
collectors Eli and Edythe Broad transformed
the landscape of downtown Los Angeles with
the Broad, a sprawling gallery featuring one
of Yayoi Kusama’s famed infinity rooms. This
past December, Don and Mera Rubell moved
their ever-expanding collection into the
Rubell Museum, a new 100,000-square-foot
location in Miami’s Allapattah neighbourhood.
In Paris, Pinault’s main competition is
LVMH chairman Bernard Arnault, who opened
the Frank Gehry-designed Fondation Louis
Vuitton in the Bois de Boulogne in 2014.
Pinault has downplayed any rivalry in
interviews, however, and Paris has already
established that it has more than enough
room for another gallery. – RANDI BERGMAN
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Rooms from
approximately
$80 through
thechowkit.com.

ACCESSORIES

Pillow
talk

Mask and
pillow combo,
$149 through
volprive.ca.

Frequent fliers tend to
build their own repertoire of tips and tricks
to improve their travel
time. For Volprivé
founder Marie-Claude
Roulier, that means
bringing along her own kit of travel accessories.
Roulier worked in flight sales for more than a
decade, first at Air Canada and then Bombardier.
She spent many hours up in the air, flying from
her home base in Montreal to far-flung destinations
and, along the way, noticed a lack of travel accessories that were luxurious but also practical. “The
affordable luxury niche was really unoccupied,”
she says. “You have something very expensive and
unwashable, and the market is also flooded with
technical things that don’t breathe and are not
always well made.”
In 2016, Roulier launched a collection of travel
accessories made in Canada of fine materials
such as merino wool. “I want people to be able
to be comfortable, even in such a confined
space,” she says. Each piece is thoughtfully
designed to serve multiple functions, including
the Nuage travel pillow, which can be used as a
neck pillow, headrest or for lumbar support. Her
Aventure blanket can also be styled as a shawl, while
her Méditation eyeshade is weighted with a removable, bead-filled pad to provide a calming effect.
The newest piece in the Volprivé collection is
Luna, a U-shaped neck pillow that has built-in
magnets to keep it in place on your neck and comes
in a compression bag to minimize the space it takes
up in your luggage. If there’s one piece of advice
Roulier has for travellers, it’s don’t overpack. “Buy
less, buy better and think about every item in your
suitcase,” she says. – CAITLIN AGNEW

PHOTOS BY MAXIME TÉTARD (BOURSE DOME), PATRICK TOURNEBOEUF (BOURSE INTERIOR) COURTESY BOURSE DE COMMERCE – PINAULT COLLECTION.
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While many major cities in Southeast Asia such as Singapore
and Bangkok are known for boundary-pushing hospitality
design, Malaysia’s Kuala Lumpur is starting to earn more
attention thanks to new projects including Ormond Group’s
hotel, the Chow Kit.
Opened in late 2019, it takes its name from the surrounding
neighbourhood, an area that has a frenetic energy thanks to
multiple bustling markets selling produce and clothing. In
response, the ethos of the hotel, designed by Brooklyn-based
Studio Tack, is “simplified luxury.” The concept touches
everything from the toiletries developed by Malaysia’s Jeanie
Botanicals to the mural in the hotel’s library, says Jou-Yie
Chou, partner at Studio Tack. “Even though it is layered,
nothing is over the top or unnecessarily ordained,” he says.
“It’s intentful and intuitive.”
From a design perspective, Chou wanted the hotel to have
a presence that is both local and international.
“We decided to delve deep into research for
inspiration, for historical points of interest
where bricks were introduced as a new building standard, to textile research for bed covers
and upholstery,” he says. Suites feature dark
wood with textiles in rich colours and textures
including plush emerald loungers and couches
covered in traditional Malaysian motifs.
The heart of the hotel is the Chow Kit
Kitchen and Bar. With traditional local kopitiams, or coffee houses, as a starting point, the
all-day restaurant is a casual space for guests
and Malaysians to gather. – MARYAM SIDDIQI

YOUR SKIN
DESERVES
PROVEN RESULTS
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.

Eva Longoria

NEW

REVITALIFT®

TRIPLE POWER LZR®
OUR MOST ADVANCED ANTI-AGING CARE
INSPIRED BY DERMATOLOGIST PROCEDURES

INGREDIENTS
+ Hyaluronic Acid
+ Vitamin C
+ Pro-Retinol

SEE RESULTS IN 1 WEEK
+ Reduces the look of wrinkles
+ Firms skin
+ Brightens

TRY IT YOURSELF AND SEE RESULTS. DISCOVER MORE AT LOREALPARIS.CA/REVITALIFT.
*NO. 1 IN SALES AND IN UNITS VALUE ON THE ANTI-AGING FACE MARKET, FOR THE PERIOD ENDING OCTOBER 2018, NIELSEN DATABASE.
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SHOPPING
Horizon earphones,
$1,440 at Louis Vuitton
(ca.louisvuitton.com).

TECHNOLOGY

Sound on

Turn the tide
How many sea creatures have you saved today? If the answer is none, Holt Renfrew has
you covered with a new collection of clothes and accessories chosen with maritime
conservation in mind. Uncrate Oceans, the latest instalment of the luxury fashion retailer’s
H Project program, offers a curated collection of products made from ocean-friendly
materials and by sustainability-focused brands.
“In the past, our Uncrate program has celebrated specific parts of the world with a focus
on highlighting the craftsmanship of that region,” says Alexandra Weston, divisional vice
president of brand and creative strategy at Holts. “As we look to the future, we decided the
most important thing we want to help to preserve, for the sake of all cultures and people,
are the ecosystems that connect us all.”
Among the dozens of pieces Weston, an avid scuba diver, and her team selected for
the initiative are swimwear crafted from ECONYL, a nylon made from recycled fishing nets,
by Stella McCartney, Orlebar Brown, JADE Swim and OCIN. Plastic bottles play a big role,
too. Whether upcycled into stylish active wear by Girlfriend Collective or vegan-friendly
outerwear by Milanese brand Save the Duck, each plastic bottle turned into clothing is one
that won’t end up floating away.
And lest we forget about the sea creatures themselves, Cambodia Knits offers a collection of cuddly
otters, turtles and whales crocheted by artisans from
marginalized communities. Holt Renfrew will donate
$20 from each purchase to OCEANA, a non-profit
agency working to protect these species and their
fragile aquatic habitats. – JEREMY FREED

With a history rooted in travel, it’s natural that Louis
Vuitton would address the technological needs of a
fashionable jetsetter. The house has teamed up with
New York-based audio company Master & Dynamic
to deliver the best in sound and style via its Horizon
earphones. The latest version upgrades the original
model with the addition of battery life that’s been
extended to 30 hours and new colours including jet
black, white, soft pink and unapologetically bold
red and neon yellow.
The wireless devices showcase the signature
details found on Vuitton’s heritage leather goods.
The LV initials and monogram flowers appear on
the earphones. A sturdy, stainless steel carrying and
charging case is now available in a graphite shade
and mirrors the design of the Tambour Horizon
connected watch.
For audiophiles, a noise-cancelling mode mutes
external disturbances while the ambient function
helps a listener stay aware of his or her surroundings
while enjoying tunes or podcasts. Each earphone
features double microphones, making voice activation commands and phone calls more crisp. They
also charge in record time (only 40 minutes for a
full battery) and are compatible with Bluetoothequipped devices as well as with the LV smartwatch.

For more
information, visit
holtrenfrew.com.

– ANYA GEORGIJEVIC

SPAS

Bathing
beauty

Visitors to the Mandarin Oriental in Marrakech
will be able to experience some wellness with a
Canadian spin this spring. Beginning March 18,
the five-star hotel is hosting a pop-up Hammam
Spa by Cela, a Toronto-based brand known for its
eastern-influenced steam and bath rituals.
For Hammam founder and owner Celine Tadrissi,
partnering with the world-renowned Mandarin Oriental brand is a big step forward.
“Their spa has always been a benchmark for me to aspire to with Hammam,” she says.
At her two Toronto spas, Tadrissi developed her own combination of techniques derived from traditional Turkish, Moroccan and Korean baths for her Canadian clients.
The experience is luxurious, relaxing and a departure from the traditional Moroccan
style, which Tadrissi says can feel a little rough to the uninitiated. Her wellness-focused approach
to the ancient ritual caught the attention of the Mandarin Oriental team last year, while Tadrissi
and her family were visiting. “We spent a lot of time in their spa,” she says. “It’s a gorgeous space.”
The Marrakech hotel’s spa director, Emmanuelle Bellec, sees Tadrissi’s approach as an
evolution of tradition and she’s excited about adding to the spa’s menu permanently. “The idea
is to take the best of each and make something different and interesting,” she says, imagining
the experience will be novel for local guests as well as international visitors. “Having someone
who is not from Turkey or Morocco bring something cocooning to this treatment will help
us to adapt.” – C.A.
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For more information,
visit hammamspa.ca and
mandarinoriental.com.

RECEIVE

FREE
BUSINESS
CLASS
AIRFARE*

EXPLORE THE AMERICAS IN ULTRA-LUXURY
West Coast USA Adventure
10 Days

Baja to Costa Rica

Vancouver > San Diego

Earlybird Fare from $7,015*pp

San Diego > Puerto Caldera

Earlybird Fare from $9,760*pp

Category DB: Deluxe Verandah Suite

Category DD: Grand Deluxe Verandah Suite

Vancouver

Victoria

14 Days

Seattle

Canada

San Diego

United States of America

Astoria

9

13

Mexico

La Paz

Spacious all-verandah suite accommodation
Acapulco

Monterey

San Diego

Latin America Delights

Bahía Culebra

Category DB: Deluxe Verandah Suite

Wild Alaska & British Columbia
15 Days

Anchorage > Vancouver

Departing September 4, 2020

Alaska

Dutch
Harbor

Homer

Scenic Freechoice activities

Anchorage

Kodiak Seward
Island

Canada

Hubbard Glacier
Juneau

Chile

Petersburg
Wrangell
Prince Rupert

Isla Pan de Azucar

8

14

Valparaíso

Voyage:
401U

Daily entertainment and education program
Complimentary Wi-Fi

Exclusive Scenic Enrich experiences

St. Paul
Island

Arica
Iquique

Indoor and outdoor swimming and plunge pools

Comprehensive choice of all-inclusive
shore excursions

Nome

Matarani

Senses Spa, gym, yoga and Pilates studio

Onshore

Category C: Verandah Suite

Lima

Butler service for every guest

Return airport transfers

Earlybird Fare from $15,025*pp

Peru

Voyage:
501S

Costa Rica

Personal service with an almost 1:1
staff-to-guest ratio
All-inclusive dining and beverages

Lima > Valparaíso

Earlybird Fare from $11,650*pp

Acajutla
Corinto

Puerto Caldera

Voyage:
601U

Departing October 21, 2020

Paracas

Guatemala
El Salvador Nicaragua

Puerto Quetzal

Santa Barbara

9 Days

On board

Puerto Vallarta

San Francisco

Voyage:
501U

Truly All-Inclusive Highlights

Isla Cerralvo

United States
of America

Eureka

British
Columbia

Vancouver

Scenic Discovery excursions
Expert Discovery Team, regional Discovery
Specialists and knowledgeable local guides
Complimentary expedition parka, water
bottle and use of special polar boots on
Polar region excursions
And of course, all tipping and gratuities on
board and onshore

Book by May 31, 2020 • Contact our dedicated team at 1 866 894 3745
QUOTE CODE: SCMAG024

sold out. Suite upgrades, port, taxes & sundries charges are not included in prices listed. Offers listed are for new 2020-2022 bookings only and a 10% Deposit is required at the time of booking - cabin holds or retroactivity is prohibited. A second non-refundable cruise
deposit of 10% is applicable 12 months to departure (this is separate from any air offer deposit requirements). Offers may be extended, cancelled or withdrawn at any time without notice. Strictly limited suites available on set departures and subject to availability.
deposit. Once issued, air tickets are subject to amendment and cancellation fees as established by the applicable airline. Airline/Airport taxes are included but may vary depending on gateway cities traveled. Once issued, air tickets are 100% non-refundable, subject
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PARTIES

North and south
From Montreal to Palm Beach, NOLAN BRYANT
compiles the social gatherings that highlight Canada’s
creative impact at home and abroad

Brett Sherlock
and Nancy
Lockhart.

The Hon. Hilary M. Weston
and Tim Marlow.

DECORATORS TOAST
A STAR PALM BEACH PAD
The sunny sibling of the
annual Kips Bay Decorator
Show House in New York
city is in Palm Beach. For
the third year, decorators
were invited to transform
a luxe residence from top
to toe. Colette van den
Thillart, Alessandra Branca
and Joe Lucas were among
this year’s star spacemakers. Funds from the
opening preview supported the Boys & Girls Clubs
of Palm Beach County.

THE GALLERY AT WINDSOR
CELEBRATES ROSE W YLIE
Inside Windsor, the Florida
community founded by Galen
and Hilary Weston, is the Gallery
at Windsor, which is exhibiting
the work of beloved British painter
Rose Wylie through April. In late
January, Mrs. Weston presided
over its opening night festivities,
including a bustling preview
reception, a panel discussion
moderated by art insider Tim Marlow
and a swish candlelit supper.

Steele Marcoux
and Ellie Cullman.

Lars Bolander
and Nadine 
Kalachnikoff.

Joe Lucas
and Colette
van den Thillart.

Molly and Nick Mele,
Allegra and Cachi Garcia- Velez.

A CINQ À SEPT
WITH STYLE ADVISOR
Style mavens came together over
cocktails at the smart retro eatery
Dandy in Old Montreal to launch
the holiday edition of The Globe
and Mail Style Advisor. Guests
took part in a talk helmed by the
magazine’s editors that focused on
forecasting trends in fashion, design,
travel and entertaining for 2020.

Todd Caldwell
and Shaun Moore.

Natalie McDuff
and Claudine Hart.
The panel: Vanessa Jackson,
Jodi and Andrew Batay-Csorba,
Nils Vik and Andrew Sardone.

Deanna Chow
and Maria Varvarikos.

Julie Cusson,
Caitlin Agnew and
Marie H Rainville.
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Zoe Trudeau.

DESIGNING CANADA DEBUTS AT EQ3
As part of the 2020 edition of the DesignTO
festival in Toronto, The Globe and Mail
joined forces with Canadian contemporary
furniture maker EQ3 and invited design
buffs to the retailer’s Liberty Village shop
for a reception to launch the first edition
of Designing Canada, recognizing emerging
design talent. On hand were some of the
country’s leading architects, interiors
experts and furniture makers. The night’s
take away? Support local design at home.

Vanessa
Jackson.

EQ3’s Nils Vik.

PHOTOS BY DAVID COWAN (ROSE WILEY), CAPEHART (KIPS PALM BEACH), NOLAN BRYANT (EQ3), ARIANNE BERGERON (STYLE ADVISOR LAUNCH).

Henrietta and
Luke John Oxlade.

Jon Rubinstein
and Karen Richardson.

NORTH 42 HAZELTON AVE, YORKVILLE APPOINTMENTS 416 458 1771

DISCOVER
CANADA’S
NORTH
Take the journey of a lifetime in true
wilderness. Whether you are looking to
spot arctic wildlife (wolves, muskox, rare
birds), stand under the northern lights, or
reconnect with nature, we have a guided
canoe and kayak adventure for you.

TRIPS FOR NOVICE, INTERMEDIATE AND EXPERIENCED PADDLERS. CALL US TODAY!

100% NORTHERN
OWNED AND OPERATED

jackpinepaddle.com
1.867.445.4512

CARRIED
AWAY

INSIGHT/ACQUISITIONS

Forget standard
articles. The latest
swish carry-ons are
designed to stand out
on the luggage belt

PHOTOGRAPHY BY
S AT Y+ P R AT H A

S T Y L I N G BY
NADIA PIZZIMENTI

P R O P S T Y L I N G BY
KRISTEN LIM TUNG

Hugo trench coat, $675, Hugo Boss blazer, $695, shorts, $298 at Boss (hugoboss.com). Michael Kors Collection sandals, $725, socks, price on request at Michael Kors (michaelkors.com).
Globe-Trotter vanity case, $1,325 at B Hemmings & Co. (bhemmings.com). Gucci suitcase (on floor), $5,110 at Ssense (ssense.com). For additional luggage info and credits, turn to page 18.
Model: Aliya Lucas at Elite Model Management.
T H E G LO B E A N D M A I L S T Y L E A D V I S O R
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1. LOOKING DAPPER
The original dandy travel companion, Globe-Trotter
luggage is surprisingly strong considering its lightweight,
fibreboard construction with leather trim. Globe-Trotter
Safari 20-inch case in ivory, $2,125 at B Hemmings & Co.
(bhemmings.com). Hugo leather jacket, $895 at
Boss (hugoboss.com).

2. NEUTRAL GEAR
Lest there be any doubt about its purpose,
Off-White’s minimalist carry-on polycarbonate
case is embossed with the instruction,
“For travel.” Off-White Arrows trolley suitcase,
$1,295 at Ssense (ssense.com).

3. HUE NEWS
The Horizon Soft Luggage collection, by industrial
designer Marc Newson, is Louis Vuitton’s most colourful
travel option. A series of fresh hues debuts this month.
Horizon Soft 55 luggage, $3,550 at Louis Vuitton
(louisvuitton.com).
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4. CRUNCH TIME
For the frequent flier who shudders with
every new ding on his or her suitcase,
Crash Baggage pieces come predented.
The brand’s tagline: “Handle without care.”
Crash Baggage Cabin suitcase,
US$433 through crashbaggage.com.

5. LOGO MANIA
Longchamp’s hard-sided cases come in lots of
classic hues such as olive and navy, but its Pliage
line stands out with graphic takes on its branding.
Le Pliage Cuir LGP small wheeled suitcase,
$620 at Longchamp (longchamp.com).

6. HOT WHEELS
Based in Munich but inspired by youth culture
in 1970s Venice Beach, Calif., Floyd mixes
mid-century hues with red skateboard wheels
that cruise easily through the terminal.
Floyd Cabin bag, $550 through floyd.one.

6

5
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Mara Hoffman’s
dress blossoms
with bold colours.

IN BRIEF

Stella McCartney
printed dress,
$3,465 through
stellamccartney.com.

Embroidered
cotton dress, $2,215
at Longchamp
(longchamp.com).

MORE
THAN A
MALL

Erdem Turina
floral print dress,
$2,263 through
farfetch.com.

De la Vali
appliquéd floral-print
silk-georgette midi
dress, US$720 through
net-a-porter.com.

FORGET ME NOT
A sense of nostalgia infuses this season’s floral designs with the
energy and optimism of decades past, making them perfect for
those looking to get a jump start on the season with a getaway
to warmer weather. For her spring 2020 collection, New York’s
Mara Hoffman imagined what a woman might have worn on
vacation to Greece in the 1980s. Her most enticing offering is a
puffed sleeve frock in a vibrant abstract floral. At Zimmerman,
a flirty ruffled mini dress showcases retro blooms inspired
by Super-8 film. Erdem’s flowery floor-length shirt dress is
reminiscent of vintage silk scarves, while De la Vali’s Bluebell
dress pays homage to vintage cheongsams. Embrace the sixties
with Stella McCartney’s micro floral maxi, or tap into the 1970s
with Longchamp’s psychedelic option, which could easily
double as a swim cover up. – NADIA PIZZIMENTI

Zimmerman
cotton and
silk mini dress,
$1,130 at
Holt Renfrew
(holtrenfrew.com).

At over three
million square
feet, the recently
completed
American
Dream mall in
New Jersey definitely has room
for something for everyone, including
a Nickelodeon theme park, ski hill,
NHL-sized skating rink and worldclass retailers such as Hermès and
Dolce & Gabbana. Twenty years
in the making, the $5-billion megamall in the Meadowlands, about
a half-hour drive from Manhattan,
will reveal its final phase this month
when it opens over 100 restaurants
as well as 350 stores headlined
by brands such as Saint Laurent,
Moncler, Saks Fifth Avenue and
Tiffany & Co. Canadian owner Triple
Five Group, which operates West
Edmonton Mall, is betting that this
level of concentrated shopping
will entice locals and the 65-million
tourists who visit New York city
each year across the Hudson.
– GAYLE MACDONALD

For more information, visit americandream.com.

THE BUY

GREEN
ON THE
GO
Don’t let efforts to
live more sustainably
go out the window
while you’re away.
These packable
beauty and grooming
items reduce waste
with reusable or
biodegradable
materials
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TIP TRICK

TAKE THE TUBE

WIPE RIGHT

Unlike the single
use swabs on your
hotel room’s vanity,
those by Denmark’s
LastObject are made
of medical-grade
silicone and nylon.
Two styles for
cleaning and makeup
are transported
in a portable,
corn-based case and
can be cleaned with
soap and water.
LastObject LastSwab,
$16 through
lastswab.com.

Pack just the right
amount of your
essential liquids, oils,
creams, gels and
powders in this
customizable beauty
storage system that’s
TSA approved. Each of
the five wells in the
petite holder has room
for 0.17 ounces of
product and a pliable
bottom for easy access.
Palette by Pak
The Original High
Fiver, $39 through
palettebypak.com.

Cleansing wipes are
often made of synthetics
that clog drains and
landfills. Kaia Naturals’
bamboo version is
biodegradable. With a
sensitive skin-friendly
formula of organic
honey, jojoba oil and
vitamins, there’s no
compromising on clean.

T H E G LO B E A N D M A I L S T Y L E A D V I S O R

– CAITLIN AGNEW

Kaia Naturals The
Vitamin Cleanse
Bamboo Facial Cleansing
Cloths, $20 through
kaianaturals.com.

E

FA S H I O N

RESET SAIL
In London for the launch of Hugo Boss’s latest racing
yacht, ODESSA PALOMA PARKER learns how the sport’s
designers are working to protect the world’s oceans

O

n a sunny September
day on the River Thames,
a yacht cuts across the
eyeline of spectators
gathered on a nearby
dock. Its sails boast the
Hugo Boss logo and a graphic treatment
featuring strokes in a lively pink hue.
The vessel is commanding, sleek and,
truly, one-of-a-kind.
Christened to much fanfare later
that evening – model and actor Poppy
Delevingne did the bottle-popping
honours – the Hugo Boss IMOCA yacht
features innovations not seen on other
crafts of its class, but, as the sport becomes more eco-conscious, its details
are destined to become commonplace.
This is the seventh vessel to bear the
German fashion brand’s name, and
it’s been purpose-built for the 2020-21
Vendée Globe race, a worldwide nonstop solo mission spanning 45,000
kilometres scheduled to begin this fall.
British yachtsman Alex Thomson,
who started his partnership with the
Boss brand in 2003, hopes to guide
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the new 60-foot-long boat to Vendée
Globe glory. With his cheeky grin and
infectious enthusiasm, it’s hard to
tell if Thomson is nervous about the
prospect while he points out the key
features of the craft as it drifts out into
the middle of London’s harbour. The
boat’s most notable elements include a
moveable keel, technology from Nokia
Bell Labs that lets Thomson see what’s
happening above deck while he works
below, and custom solar panelling.
“I’m really excited to go around the
world without fossil fuels,” he says.
This thoughtful measure will surely
impress novice onlookYachtsman Alex
ers and those watching
Thomson (above)
from within the racing
will race the new
industry. The use of
Hugo Boss boat solo
solar energy is becomin the Vendée Globe
ing de rigueur as people competition this fall.
During its construcin the racing comtion, sustainable
munity place a greater
elements such as
consideration on how
solar panels were
to spare the sea and air
incorporated into the
around them while they yacht’s design (right
compete. Another sailor and opposite page).

From left: Alex
Thomson, industrial
designer Karim Rashid
and Hugo Boss Group
CEO Mark Langer took
part in the yacht’s
launch in London
(above).

poised to participate in the Vendée Globe,
Alexia Barrier, will be racing to increase
awareness of the non-profit she founded
in 2009, 4myplanet. The organization is
focused on ocean preservation.
The creation of the Hugo Boss, which
cost a cool US$7.7-million, came together
in a partnership between Thomson, the
design manager of his racing team, Pete
Hobson, naval architecture firm VPLP and
the famed Carrington Boats Ltd. When
speaking about the boat’s solar panels,
Tara Troussier, project engineer at Carrington Boats, says they were integral to
the way its functionality was conceived.
“The particularities of the Hugo Boss was
that it was part of the design. Normally
[one would] build a boat, and then try
to fit solar panels where they could. On
this boat, it was known from quite early
on that half the deck would be covered in
solar panels, so we had to find a solution
of integrating them into the structure of
the boat and the electric system.”
Speaking of electric, the bright pops of
pink that make the Hugo Boss impossible
to miss are found not only on the sails
but across the deck, on the keel and
the rudders. This vibrant addition was
proposed by Canadian industrial designer
Karim Rashid, who gave the boat its brand
identity. His participation in the project
may be slightly unexpected – this was his
first time working on a yacht – but Rashid’s
reverence for innovation helped make
the collaboration successful. “For me,
design and technology are inseparable,”
he says. “This boat is the perfect example
of that; it’s all about new technology.

We have solar panels, the carbon fibre –
everything about it.”
The use of pink is another testament
to how far this yacht will take competitive
sailing. “It’s a strong statement,” says
Rashid. “And I think in that business,
it’s essential to have a strong statement.”
Rashid admits he was briefly nervous
when he first signed up for the project,
but his trepidation faded after meeting
Thomsom. “He talked so passionately,”
Rashid says. “About what he does – and
what he needs.”
For more information, visit hugoboss.com.
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WATER WORLDS
Adrift in sparkling bays or docked
in some of the world’s most stunning
locales, floating hotels offer a unique way
to connect with your surroundings

LOCAL HERO

GUNTU

A boutique hotel in Corner Brook is the latest property
to celebrate Newfoundland’s unique landscape

The Hew & Draw
Hotel channels its
surroundings into
decor elements
such as Kate
Golding’s custom
wallpaper and
wood details
that pay homage
to local mills.

Rooms from $159.99 through hewanddraw.ca.

I N B R I EF

SOUTHERN
REFLECTIONS

Deep in the
south of
New Zealand
is a luxury resort
that pays homage to the majestic panorama of the
Ahuriri Conservation Park’s rugged mountain
country, wetland, tussock lands and beech forest.
The Lindis Pods have been hailed as an architectural gem because of how seamlessly they blend
into the surrounding countryside. Three cubes,
outfitted with king-sized beds, sumptuous linens,
well-appointed ensuites and an outdoor gasheated tub, are clad in mirrored glass that help
them disappear into the landscape, ensuring
unparalleled views and ample privacy. On that
relatively untouched land, there is lots to do
including horseback riding, hiking and fly fishing.
The area’s lack of light pollution also guarantees
evenings of spectacular star gazing. – G.M.
Rooms from $1,800 including breakfast and dinner through thelindis.com.
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ARCTIC BATH
Arctic Bath is located on the Lule River in Swedish
Lapland. Architects Bertil Harström and Johan
Kauppi developed a design that resembles a jam
of timber logs drifting downriver. The property
features six floating cabins and six land cabins.
Its spa is an ideal place to reconnect with nature
under the glistening Northern Lights.
Rooms from 9,600 SEK through arcticbath.se.

OFF PARIS SEINE
Moored at the foot of the Gare d’Austerlitz,
Off Paris Seine is an urban escape on the
picturesque river. Designed by nautical architect
Gérard Ronzatti, the 54-room, four-suite hotel
evokes an oversized catamaran with warm wood
interiors. The spacious dockside terrace and
plunge pool are a perfect summer oasis in the
bustling city. – ANYA GEORGIJEVIC
Rooms from €160 through offparisseine.com.

PHOTOS BY DANIEL HOLMGREN (ARTIC BATH), SHAUN JEFFERS (THE LINDIS PODS).

Many tourists pass quickly through Corner Brook,
Nfld., their sights set on the impressive landscapes
of Gros Morne National Park and other points along
the Gulf of St. Lawrence further north. But that’s
likely to change this spring with the opening of the
Hew & Draw Hotel, a design-forward 36-suite
property housed in a former Woolworth’s department store.
“The hotel is absolutely a game changer for the area,” says Autumn Gale,
its director of operations. “It’s the city’s first upscale boutique hotel and one
of very few hotels in North America to also have an onsite craft brewery.”
Hew & Draw’s concept pays homage to the region’s rich forestry, pulp and
paper history. “Along with being an outdoor adventure destination, Corner Brook
is still very much a working mill town, and we wanted to make sure those two
themes of industry and nature carried throughout the entire building,” Gale says.
The dining tables in Boomstick Brewing Company’s restaurant and taproom
were handmade in in town using the same type of fir that was floated down the
Humber River to the paper mill decades ago.
That localist approach extends into other aspects of the property. Toiletries
are made by East Coast Glow and work by western Newfoundland artist Jordan
Bennett adorn the walls. For the Hew & Draw’s decor, interior designer Holly
Costello tapped Ontario pattern designer Kate Golding to create a custom
wallpaper that features pine martens, a local species of wildlife. – MARYAM SIDDIQI

Guntu is a majestic cross between a traditional
Japanese ryokan and a luxury yacht. Floating on the
Seto Inland Sea, this 19-room stunner designed by
famed architect Yasushi Horibe offers the finest in
Japanese hospitality, from traditional spa treatments
and tea ceremonies to gourmet cuisine headed by
the Michelin-starred chef Kenzo Sato. Rooms from
400,000 Yen for two nights through guntu.jp.

FOOD/DRINK

E

GRAPE
ESCAPE
In Madeira, MARYAM SIDDIQI
meets winemakers and bartenders
working to up the cachet of the
archipelago’s signature drink

PHOTO BY HENRIQUE SERUCA (MADEIRA SAOVICENTE WINEYARDS).

T

he cobblestone streets of Funchal,
Madeira, are full of weekend revellers
on this temperate fall night. They’re
outside as much because of the weather
as the lack of space inside the small
bars in the old town. Venda Velha is by
far the most popular spot. In English, the name
translates to “old grocer,” and the bar is decorated
with corner-store staples, including cleaning products, oils and spices. Its specialty is poncha, a traditional cocktail in the Portuguese autonomous region
that blends aguardente (alcohol distilled from sugar
cane juice), honey, sugar and fruit juices.
The light cocktail is refreshing and goes down easy;
that plus the price (one will set you back €3) is why
it’s the drink of choice for most locals. But what the
ingredient list noticeably lacks is the thing the island
is most famous for, Madeira wine.
“Locals don’t drink the wine, they drink beer and
poncha,” I’m told during a tasting at Henriques and
Henriques, one of the island’s leading producers of
the famed fortified beverage. Despite its global
reputation and rich history – the island’s winemaking
tradition dates back to the 15th century, and, I’m told
more than once, the founding fathers of the United
States toasted the signing of the Declaration
of Independence with Madeira wine – the namesake
drink usually only appears on the table with
dessert or during traditional celebrations.
Now, a growing number of Madeirenses
are trying to change the wine’s staid
reputation. There’s a concerted effort by
Madeira’s 19 wine producers to create a
tourist-friendly route and tasting experience. Some producers, such as Henriques
and Henriques, are already welcoming
visitors with a tasting room and shop.
Others, including Barbeito, are by appointment only. Book a visit to brush up on the
wine’s different styles, from dry Sercial to
the sweet but acidic Malvasia.
Traditional wine tourism, where visitors
drive up to a vineyard, drop by the tasting
room and walk the vines, is tricky on
Madeira because of the terrain. Thanks to
volcanic activity, the island has a mountain range that
runs through its middle, with six peaks, the highest
reaching 1,860 metres. It’s on these mountainsides
that many vines are planted – not exactly the kind
of terrain tipsy interlopers can navigate easily. The
nature of the landscape also means much of the
picking is done by hand.
Aside from opening up the wineries, getting
creative with how Madeira wine is consumed is also
part of elevating its reputation. At Dash, a new craft
cocktail bar in Funchal, bartenders use wine from the
island in some of its mixed drinks, as does Galaxia
Skybar, at the top of the Savoy Palace hotel. Its Space
Truck cocktail blends gin and Campari with sweet
Madeira wine and pairs it with salted caramel.
Rui Sousa, the food and beverage manager at the
Savoy Palace, says that Madeira contributes more
to a cocktail than its ample alcohol content, which is
usually between 18 and 20 per cent. “The secret is the
wine’s well-balanced acidity,” says Sousa. “That makes
the difference when creating outstanding cocktails.”

Madeira’s dramatic terrain has
made it tricky for vineyards such
as Sao Vincente to welcome
visitors. At the Savoy Palace hotel
(left), bartenders mix the island’s
signature wine in cocktails.

ON LOCATION
DC ATELIER
This restaurant at the
Design Centre Nini
Andrade Silva offers both
à la carte and tasting
menus, with culinary
craft inspired by Silva’s
artistry. Situated in the
remains of an old fort
on the city’s waterfront,
it’s hard to find a better
view of Funchal.
niniandradesilva.com

SAVOY PALACE
Opened in 2019,
this grand hotel pays
homage to the island’s
history without feeling
stuffy. Spacious suites
with balcony views
of the Atlantic, a cigar
lounge and a spa
designed by Silva
highlight the island’s
unique aesthetic.
savoysignature.com/
savoypalacehotel

TERREIRO
A gourmet gastrobar,
Terreiro specializes in
small bites, shared plates
and innovative cocktails
including charcuterie,
catch-of-the-day ceviche,
mini pork in wine
sandwiches, and rice
pudding with lime
and Madeira wine.
terreiroconcept.com

WILLIAM
At Belmond Reid’s
Palace, Michelinstarred William builds
its menu around local
ingredients. Don’t
miss the mini baba
with Madeira wine
on the dessert menu.
belmond.com

TAP Air Portugal flies to Funchal, Madeira from Toronto via Lisbon or Porto. The airline offers a layover
program in both cities that allows for up to a five-night stay before continuing on to the final destination.
For more information, visit flytap.com.
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TASTING TRAIL
A number of regions make wine that’s so popular
with the locals it never leaves the country. Here’s where
to sip a hard-to-find vintage on its own terroir
CHATEAU NINE PEAKS
Laixi, Shandong, China
Although the best-known
beverage from coastal
Shandong is its Tsingtao
beer, China’s answer to Napa
Valley is also celebrated
for its cabernet sauvignon.
Located between Beijing
and Shanghai, Chateau Nine
Peaks is not just a one-trick
pony. Its winemakers are
employing French methods to also produce remarkable merlot, syrah
and chardonnay. For more information, visit chateau9peaks.com.

FARM TEAM
A former big city interior designer and
auto mechanic welcome diners to their
bucolic farm in Prince Edward County
In 2013, Amor and Joaquim Conde were in
pursuit of a more sustainable lifestyle, so
they traded their midtown Toronto home
and its little backyard garden for an abandoned, 150-year-old farm
in Ontario’s Prince Edward County. “At first we just wanted to have a
bigger garden and maybe a couple of chickens to have our own eggs,”
Joaquim says, laughing, about the ongoing restoration of Quinta do
Conde, the name they’ve given the property. “Of course, it spirals.”
Through biodynamic and regenerative agricultural practices, the
farm, in the county’s Black River community, is now home to more
than 300 animals, including a small flock of hardy mixed-breed
sheep, heritage pigs, goats, Chantecler chickens and their latest
addition: a dairy cow. On site, they offer farm stays, a well-stocked
organic farm stand and popular lunch counter, as well as seasonal
harvest dinners that sell out weeks in advance.
On clear evenings from May to October, burlap-lined tables are
set up in the yard (if it rains, the party moves into the timeworn
barn that houses Amor’s antiques business). Whether the feature is
gaucho-style lamb roasted over an open fire for six hours, suckling
pig or Portuguese chicken, serving meals family style fosters a communal feeling among the dozens of strangers who have gathered.
The feasts are strictly BYOB, and P, as in guests must bring their
own beverages and place setting. The latter is done in a bid to win
a prize for the best decorated table. It gets pretty competitive, particularly among returning diners. The point, according to Joaquim,
is to make everyone feel “like they’ve gone to a friend’s backyard
party.” Which, after a few visits, they have. – NATHALIE ATKINSON
Quinta do Conde’s 2020 season kicks off Victoria Day weekend.
For more information, visit quintadoconde.ca.

SKAERSOGAARD VIN

Farm dinners at
the Prince Edward
Country property,
Quinta do Conde,
gather friends
and strangers
around tables
for a local feast.

Jutland, Denmark
Under EU regulations
designed to protect producers
on the continent, Danes
weren’t permitted to make
commercial wine until 20
years ago. Sven Moesgaard
wasted no time planting
vines to take advantage of
short but intense summers.
Now, Skaersogaard has been
granted the EU’s northernmost appellation and is best known
for its bubbly. For more information, visit dansk-vin.dk.

VINI DELEA
Ticino, Switzerland
If you want to get a handle
on the burgeoning white
merlot trend, start with a
visit to Switzerland’s Delea
winery to sample Chiar
di Luna Bianco di Merlot.
Located near Locarno,
Delea is a charming, familyowned estate that has seen
its second generation
branch out into passion projects, such as craft distillation.
– CHRISTINE SISMONDO

For more information, visit delea.com.

CAN
DO
SPIRIT

Charlotte Langley is putting her sustainable
seafood activism to work with Canada’s
first-ever chef-made local conserva. Options
include farmed Ontario lake trout with
dill weed, dill seed and a pinch of salt,
or butter-poached lobster. “We’re recipedriven as opposed to being commoditydriven, like canned tuna,” says the chef of the ethically
sourced fish and seafood packed into her perfect little cans.
The trout is processed in cold-pressed sunflower oil from
Waterford’s Pristine Gourmet, while the cans of wild PEI
lobster contain meat cooked in seawater. Mussels from
PEI aqua farms nestle into a tomato passata, fennel and
toasted black peppercorn mix. All are processed at a plant
in picturesque PEI using cans that are BPA free. – AMY ROSEN
Scout conservas, $11.99 to $14.99 through enjoyscout.com
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PHOTO BYCHATEAU MERCIAN (CHATEAU NINE PEAKS), SVEN MOESGAARD (SKAERSOGAARD VIN).
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The thrill of an expedition boat isn’t about dock parties. It’s about cutting your own
course beyond the ﬁrst islands, counting whales breaching that day, or learning
about the marine wolf whose footprints you traced along a far-ﬂung beach.
Kevin Smith and Maureen Gordon and their local guides at BC’s Maple Leaf
Adventures know this. They have created personalized nature expeditions for
decades along their beloved west coast home. Not in your standard locales, mind
you, but around Brooks Peninsula, a seabird-heavy, glacial refugium lined by
white-sand beaches on Vancouver Island’s northwest coast; among the cultural
wonders on the continental shelf at Haida Gwaii; in Alaska’s hidden coves; and
down the Great Bear Rainforest’s fjords.
Now, strengthened by a reputation as a top boutique travel company and thirty
years’ cred as bona ﬁde ecotourism leaders, they’ve introduced a special little ship
for upscale adventurers. Cascadia, a 138-foot expedition catamaran, offers that
most-coveted element of luxury: admission to hard-to-access wildlife and cultural
experiences that touch your life forever.
After a multi-million-dollar reﬁt, the ship offers spacious comfort for up to 24 guests that, amazingly, doesn’t
separate them from the natural world. The light-ﬁlled cabin windows frame nature, the chefs produce 5-star
meals from foraged ingredients, local art depicts the coast’s cultural and natural worlds, and spacious
lounges view ever-changing landscapes. Landing craft and kayaks offer easy access to shore each day.
Now, you don’t need a tent to experience BC’s marine wonders. Cascadia and her sister ships the tugboat
Swell and schooner Maple Leaf are available for charters or individual bookings on scheduled expeditions.
April through October. All-inclusive per person price starting at $4,300 or a charter starting at $120,000.

Call us for itineraries and special offers.

MapleLeafAdventures.com | info@mapleleafadventures.com | 250-386-7245
GREAT BEAR RAINFOREST | BC WHALES & WILD ISLES | VANCOUVER ISLAND’S WILD SIDE | HAIDA GWAII | ALASKA

DES IGNS
ON

SAO
PAULO
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P H O T O G R A P H Y BY FRAN PARENTE

BY MATTHEW HAGUE

In Brazil’s largest city, architecture and
interior design reveals an effortless –
and often sustainable – sense of style

B E FOR E
L E AV I N G
FOR

Sao Paulo, an
acquaintance
who used to work
in Brazil suggested I pack both an old
cell phone and an empty wallet, and
that I stash my real phone and wallet in
my underwear. When the pickpockets
eventually got to me, he explained,
they wouldn’t leave with anything
valuable.
Another person, originally from
South America, set the odds of being
mugged at 60 per cent, whereas a close
friend told me the odds were closer
to 100 per cent, noting that her mom
and sister were robbed on separate
occasions while visiting Brazil. Possibly
seeing my cheeks blanch with fear,
she added, “but you’re going to love
it, I promise.” I kept wondering how
someone like me, an anxious traveller
at the best of times, would “love it,”
given the numerous warnings.

The Unique Hotel
by architect Ruy
Ohtake is an
example of how
the city’s more
contemporary
buildings often
adopt a quirky
look. Its rooftop
pool (below) is
tiled in a juicy
red mosaic.
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Though Oscar
Niemeyer
came up with
his concept
for the
Ibirapuera
Auditorium
in the 1950s,
it wasn’t
completed
until a half
century later.
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As I waited at the airport, I kept
twisting my Air Canada ticket in my
hands, wondering if I should simply
throw it out and go home. I was
comforted after I Googled “Sao Paulo
safety” to discover, for example, that the
city’s murder rate has decreased by
almost 90 per cent over the last 20 years,
making it far less deadly than Detroit,
where I’ve been and didn’t die.
I was further comforted by the other
people I was travelling with, a group of
professional designers. None of them
had stashed valuables in their skivvies
(that I know of) and all of them were
giddy with anticipation, pointing out
that the architecture and design on our
itinerary would make me wish I had
planned a longer trip.
“Sao Paulo is like nowhere else,” said
Stephan Weishaupt, the organizer of
our tour, as we boarded. Weishaupt has
made more than a dozen trips to the city
since launching contemporary furniture
retailer Avenue Road in 2007, partly to
scout out items to sell in his stores –
Weishaupt’s lineup currently includes

pieces by Oswaldo Tenorio, Arthur Casas
and Oscar Niemeyer – and partly just
because he loves it. “The Brazilian design
we carry is a relatively small part of our
sales – under five per cent. But that’s not
why I go. I go to get inspired.”
Soon after we landed, I began to
understand Weishaupt’s enthusiasm.
Even through the smudged window of
an airport taxi, Sao Paulo beguiles. The
largest city in the western hemisphere,
with over 12-million people, it’s a bit like
Los Angeles meets Manhattan in a jungle
and on growth supplements.
Like New York, the streets are lined
with tall towers. In many places, it’s hard
to see sky for all the buildings. But
instead of steel grey, many are in soft
hues – peaches, blues, whites – particularly surrounding the leafy Jardins
district where we were staying. Up close,
the walls of colour turn out to be little
ceramic tiles applied in delicate mosaics,
a pretty backdrop to the palm trees,
ferns and flowers bursting out of
courtyards, street-side planters and
private gardens.

I got a clearer sense that Sao Paulo
design was different when we arrived
at our hotel, aptly called Unique. In
contrast to all the tall towers, Unique
looks like a slice of watermelon sitting
on its rind, its ends arcing up into the
sky, with rows of circular windows
dotting the sides like seeds. As if to
push the fruity metaphor to the limits,
the long rooftop pool has a lining of
dark red tiles, turning the clear water
the colour of fresh-squeezed juice.
I met Unique’s architect, 82-year-old
Ruy Ohtake, in another building he
designed, the Tomie Ohtake Cultural
Institute. The structure, dedicated to
his late mother, a notable artist, looks
like blue and red ribbons flitting in
the wind. When I asked him why he
designs such bold forms, he told me
that despite starting his career nearly
60 years ago, when the prevailing
aesthetic was clean-lined, boxy and
modern, he spent a long time looking
for something new. “Around 1980,
I decided on my approach. I didn’t
want to be conservative or contained
anymore,” he said.
In part, Ohtake was inspired by
the early careers of similarly exuberant
designers such as Frank Gehry and
Zaha Hadid. More deeply, Ohtake was
tapping into a zeal for new ideas that
has distinguished Brazilian design
for the last 150 years, as waves of
immigrants settled in South America,
bringing novel ideas with them. Many
Japanese, such as Ohtake’s ancestors,
arrived in the early 20th century,
escaping a terrible economy and the
onset of the First World War (Sao Paulo
now has the largest population of
Japanese people outside of Japan).
Many others from countries in Europe,
including Germany, Spain and Italy,
and Middle East nations such as Syria
and Lebanon also came to escape wars
and work in Sao Paulo’s booming
agricultural industries.
One such expat, Italian-born
architect Lina Bo Bardi, arrived in
Sao Paulo in 1946 and designed several
notable structures in the city. Her work
echoes Western modernism while
reflecting something new she found
in South America. Her most famous
building, an art gallery called the
MASP, looks like a fairly typical, 1960s
glass box, a bit like the Toronto
Dominion Centre in Toronto, with a
grid of steel framing lots of glass. What
distinguishes the architecture is that it
floats mid-air above a massive plaza,
held aloft by only four columns and
two beams, each painted a tropical red.
Likewise, Bo Bardi’s own home, Casa
de Vidro, defies gravity. The crystalline
white box is perched on pencil-thin
stilts at the top of a steep hill, and
features floor-to-ceiling windows that
slide completely open, turning the
indoor living room into an outdoor
terrace surrounded by palm fronds.
The view is spectacular, but the lack
of guard rails makes the perch risky for
anyone who gets too close to the edge,
more so if he’s had a few caipirinha
cocktails. I had long forgotten my
worries about pickpockets but,
standing there, I fretted about falling.

Casa de Vidro,
the home of Italianborn architect
Lina Bo Bardi, is
open for public visits.
Its interiors are a
capsule of many of
Sao Paulo’s design
signatures: playful
tilework, rich
materials and an
indoor/outdoor
lifestyle.
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Japan House
is a cultural
hub for the
city’s large
Japanese
community.
Kengo Kuma’s
design is
fronted by
criss-crossing
boards that
seem to float
above the
streetscape.
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ATTOM DESIGN
Sao Paulo-born Carlos
Motta launched Attom
with his son, Diego,
in 2017 and produces
pieces that highlight
the beauty of natural
materials and
sustainable making.
attomdesign.com
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BARETTO
The Fasano Hotel’s
bar has been ranked
as the best in the
world and offers live
music in a cozy,
wood-lined space.
fasano.com.br

CASA DE VIDRO
Italian-born architect
Lina Bo Bardi’s glass
house is open for
guided tours from
Thursday to Saturday.
Admission is
approximately $10.
institutobardi.com

ETEL
The ETEL furniture
collection includes
pieces by Oscar
Niemeyer, Jorge
Zalszupin and
Oswaldo Bratke.
etel.design

“After the Second World War,
people’s sense of danger was totally
different,” says Lissa Carmona, the
CEO of ETEL, a furniture company that
manufactures many of Bo Bardi’s original chair designs. (Bo Bardi preferred
creating chairs over sofas or other
seating, believing that because they
were easier to reconfigure into groups,
they made for more social furniture
layouts). “Danger was war back in Italy.
Sao Paulo, and that indoor-outdoor
balcony, felt safe in comparison.”
After a few days in Sao Paulo, the
strangeness of a living room-cum-cliff
or a giant floating box started to feel
less singular, given the other surreal
design I was seeing. At Japan House,
a cultural and community centre
designed by architect Kengo Kuma,
the front façade is composed of fairly
regular-looking lumber, except that
the wood is flying through the air,
magically shrouding the building
beyond (I still don’t understand how
it all hovers in place). In his own
studio and showroom, contemporary
architect and furniture designer
Osvaldo Tenorio somehow made
a stone staircase with origami-like
lightness, with slabs of granite
appearing to fold as though made
from thin paper. The Ibirapuera
Auditorium, designed by one of Bo
Bardi’s most notable contemporaries,
Oscar Niemeyer, looks like a giant
wedge of white cheddar with a ruby red
tongue jutting out above the entryway.
It’s one of the most playful, whimsical
and interesting buildings I’ve ever seen.
“Architects working in Brazil can do
things we can’t necessarily do in
Canada,” explained Lisa Bovell, a
Vancouver-based architect who was
on the tour with me. “First of all, the
climate is amazing. When you don’t
have to worry about insulation, you’re
freer to think about other things.”
We had just visited the boutique
of fashion designer Paula Raia where
Saran Wrap-thin windows frame a lush
courtyard and some of the interior
walls are made from nothing more than
gossamer fabric. “You can’t do that in
a cold country,” said Bovell. “Also, the
building codes are more lenient in
Brazil.” We were sipping caipirinhas in
the mahogany-lined bar of the Fasano
Hotel, a collaboration between two of
Sao Paulo’s brightest architects, Isay
Weinfeld, who designed the Paulo Raia

IBIRAPUERA
AUDITORIUM
Niemeyer’s iconic
performance space was
designed in the 1950s but
its whimsical reinforced
concrete structure wasn’t
completed until 2005.
auditorioibirapuera.com.br

JAPAN HOUSE
Kengo Kuma’s
building celebrates
the influence of
Japanese culture on
Sao Paulo via its
museum, shop and
restaurant.
japanhouse.jp/
saopaulo

boutique, and Marcio Kogan. “Do you
see orange Exit signs above the doors?
No, you just see beautiful wood.”
Brazil’s hardwoods including rich
brown Ipe and cherry-hued Jatoba are
one of the reasons the country’s design
is so stunning, and one of the reasons
why design lovers such as Weishaupt
come to Sao Paulo to find furniture.
Avenue Road only sources from sustainability-conscious makers, including
ETEL and Carlos Motta, both of whom
strictly use lumber certified by the
Forestry Stewardship Council. As part
of his commitment to sustainability,
Motta, at his showroom, Attom Design,
is as adept at selling his gorgeous
housewares, including hand-carved
bowls produced by craftspeople based
in the Amazon, as he is at convincing
people not to buy too much stuff.
“I’ve been using the same wooden bowl
every day for 34 years,” he told me.
“Why buy new all the time, when you
really just need one beautiful object?”
It’s not hard to believe that Motta
could use the same bowl for over
30 years, given the durability of the
material. Sao Paulo has fantastic vintage
furniture shops such as Loja Teo and
Passado Composto, and even when the
pieces are 60-plus years old, they look
brand new (especially when fashioned
in the timeless design of a master such
as Romanian-Brazilian Jean Gillon).
Stone is another wondrous resource
found in Sao Paolo. Jewellery and
furniture designer Simone Coste uses
luminous Brazilian quartzite and
shimmering agate. For a coffee or side
table, she might pair a large, solid slab
of rock – cut and polished but mostly
left raw – with futuristic legs made of
tapered bronze or curving resin. The
effect is both elemental and futuristic.
This April, Coste will introduce new
pieces for Avenue Road with a solo
exhibition at its Miami Villa showroom.
Coste’s studio was one of the last
places my tour group visited in Sao
Paulo. As she walked us through her
pieces, explaining her inspiration,
including star signs and lunar phases,
I couldn’t help but reflect on what a
great time I had in the city, despite
being so nervous at the outset. “You
have to have your eyes on the future,”
she said. “You won’t make history by
living in the past. Sometimes you have
to take risks to create something new
– make something worthwhile.”

LOJA TEO
Housewares from
the Brazilian design
boom in 1940s through
the 1970s are on offer
at this shop, including
furniture, lighting and
objects. lojateo.com.br

MASP
The city’s art
museum is a work
of sculpture itself
by Rome-born
Lino Bo Bardi.
masp.org.br

The ETEL
showroom
(above) is home
to furniture pieces
by many of Brazil’s
design stars. At
Baretto, the bar
at the Fasano
Hotel (right),
award-winning
cocktails are
served in
a stunning,
mahoganypanelled room.

PASSADO COMPOSTO
Since 1988, this antique
shop has been home
to an eclectic mix of
pieces and designer Cida
Santana’s quartz and
crystal light fixtures.
passadocomposto.com.br

PAULA RAIA
This fashion designer’s
often-neutral
collections marry
refined silhouettes
with textiles that hint
at handcraft.
paularaia.com

TOMIE OHTAKE
CULTURAL INSTITUTE
An exhibition and teaching
space, the Institute has
mounted art and design
shows about the likes of Josef
Albers and Yayoi Kusama.
institutotomieohtake.org.br

UNIQUE HOTEL
With its idiosyncratic
shape and rooftop pool,
the Unique offers
guests some of the best
views of Sao Paulo.
Rooms from
approximately $435.
hotelunique.com

For more
information on
Avenue Road’s
selection of Brazilian
design, visit
avenue-road.com.
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P R I V É TOU R
In Japan for the latest showing of Chanel’s Mademoiselle Privé exhibtion,
artist Nadia Gohar immerses herself in the country’s creative spirit,
and reflects on how cultures connect across thousands of kilometres

M
A series of instant snapshots from
Nadia Gohar’s time in Japan includes
(from top to bottom, left to right)
a sample of pleating work at the
Mademoiselle Privé exibition;
the Arashiyama Bamboo Forest;
Tofuku-ji Temple’s gardens; Nota’s
selection of contemporary pottery
in Shigaraki; the tunnel entrance to
the Miho Museum outside Kyoto;
Mirei Shigemori’s checkerboard lawn
at Tofuku-ji; the Nezu Museum
garden in Tokyo; Gohar in Kyoto;
a view over Tokyo from the Park
Hyatt; B&C Hall’s entrance for
the exhibition; Mogana hotel’s
minimalist courtyard; the Enoura
Observatory by Hiroshi Sugimoto.

y relationship with Chanel
started two years ago when
I was invited to the opening
of the Yorkville flagship
store in Toronto. Since then,
it’s evolved quite a bit.
I have attended two of its fashion shows
at the Grand Palais in Paris. In February
2019, I had the opportunity to visit Coco
Chanel’s 31 Rue Cambon apartment, with
its iconic mirrored staircase, as well as three
of Chanel’s Métiers d’Art ateliers – embroiderer Lesage, feather worker Lemarié and
gold and silversmith Goossens – to see
some of the incredible artistry that goes
into each collection.
The intersection between art and fashion
is not a new concept for the company. Coco
Chanel invited many artists of her time into
her world and fostered those connections
throughout her life. It’s encouraging for me,
as an artist, to see how the brand continues
to cultivate similar relationships and I was
excited last fall to be included in the brand’s
journey to Japan for the latest showing of its
travelling installation, Mademoiselle Privé.
The exhibition of haute couture clothing,
high jewellery and the fragrance, Chanel
No. 5, debuted in London in 2015. It has since

travelled to Seoul, Hong Kong and Shanghai
and will have its next showing in Taiwan
later in 2020. The fifth edition opened at
B&C Hall in Tokyo’s Tennoz neighbourhood,
overlooking the city’s harbour, last October.
Creatively, I have always been drawn to,
and curious about, Japan and, upon arriving
in the fall, the Japanese delivered instantly
with their unique sense of style. I loved all
the different uniforms, from the soft pink
worn by cleaners in the subway to the
reflective jackets of the traffic police. I was
mostly drawn to how the taxi drivers wore
crisp white gloves and covered the seats in
their sedans with lace.
Even the local Chanel clientele have their
unique take on wearing the label. Instead
of head-to-toe looks straight off the runway,
they had more of a personal approach that
reflects the way I prefer to wear it. On the
street, I noticed people wearing things that
felt very Japanese but also very Chanel:
pleated skirts, school uniforms, lots of blue
and black, and sailor caps.
The exhibition itself also bridged those
two aesthetics. When you first entered the
hall, you were met with walls hand painted
with graphic black lines against a white
background. The lines are meant to mimic
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Coco’s staircase, but their style also
evoked Japanese calligraphy and
reminded me of bamboo stalks. I loved
passing from one space to the next in
the exhibition and seeing the different
blocks of colour in each room. It felt
like the same colour flow that you
might see while watching a collection
on the runway; first the blues, then the
black and white, then the reds.
After the frenzy of Tokyo, we
boarded the bullet train to Kyoto to dig
deeper into Japanese artistry and
culture. In Japan’s old capital, life
definitely slows down. The streets were
quiet and the houses were smaller and
often hidden behind wooden slats.
There seemed to be more value placed
on the preservation of old traditions,
but always with a twist.
We took part in a traditional tea
ceremony, which is rooted in Zen
Buddhist teachings and aesthetics, but
our host, a young architect, seemed so
progressive. The couple who ran the
ceramics store, Nota, in neighbouring
Shiga, employed old techniques with
clay sourced nearby, but their products
and the atmosphere of the concept
space were far from conventional.
We also visited restaurants
with chefs who had taken local
ingredients and traditional dishes and
created something new and exciting.
Farmoon’s Masayo Funakoshi, an
artist-turned-chef who trained in
New York City, really stood out to me.
Her menu changes regularly and the
day we visited, the smell of Osmanthus flowers filled the restaurant
and the blooms found their way
onto our plates.
At the home studio of Kawai
Kanjiro, who made his mark on
the Japanese folk art movement in
the 1920s and 30s, I loved seeing the
different stages of work and how he
surrounded himself with beautiful
objects. The eight-chamber kiln built
on a slope at the back of the house
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was so inspiring to see; such an ideal
live/work situation.
What stood out for me most in
Japan is its Wabi-sabi philosophy. I have
always incorporated this idea centred
on the acceptance of imperfection and
transience into my work but seeing so
many traditional and contemporary
approaches to it in Kanjiro’s pottery,
Mirei Shigemori’s gardens at the
Tofuku-ji temple and photographer
and architect Hiroshi Sugimoto’s
Enoura Observatory in Odawara gave
me permission to keep going. In my
own work, I want to consider process
instead of focusing on the final
product. How do I encourage change
and overcome the fixation on foundation and permanence?
On the final day in Kyoto, we visited
the Arashiyama Bamboo Forest and
I was reminded again of the reception
space of the Chanel exhibition and
how it connected two worlds that had
seemed so distant from one another.
A seemingly never-ending wall of
bamboo had the same reflective effect
of Coco’s spiral staircase, tall stalks
and panels of mirrors both obscuring
where the world begins and where it
ends. – AS TOLD TO ANDREW SARDONE

The Mademoiselle
Privé show in Tokyo
was arranged in
colour-themed
rooms, showcasing
elements of Chanel’s
haute couture,
high jewellery and
fragrance collections.
The entrance to the
exhibition space
(above) was panelled
with sketches of
Coco Chanel’s
mirrored staircase at
her Paris apartment.

ON LOCATION
IN KYOTO:
FARMOON
Artist and chef Masayo Funakoshi’s
serene space is open for tea and
cakes in the afternoon from
Thursday through Sunday. A dinner
reservation will usually require a
referral from someone who has
booked into the restaurant before.
@farmoon_kyoto on Instagram.
KAWAI KANJIRO
MEMORIAL MUSEUM
The home of this star of the
Japanese folk art movement known
as mingei now operates as a
museum dedicated to his pottery
work. Adult admission
is approximately $11. kanjiro.jp
MOGANA
With only 23 minimalist
accommodations, this boutique
hotel’s staff pay the highest
attention to the smallest details,
especially when it comes to the
artfully plated breakfast. Rooms
from approximately $425.
yadomogana.com
NOTA
In rural Shigaraki, NOTA designers
Shunsuke and Kayoko Kato create
contemporary pottery and mount
exhibitions by local artisans who
maintain the area’s longstanding
reputation for producing beautiful
ceramics. nota-and.com

GOHAR AND EXHIBITION PHOTOS BY OLIVIER SAILLANT. INSTANT PHOTO IMAGES BY NADIA GOHAR AND ANDREW SARDONE.

TOFUKU-JI TEMPLE
Though the temple site has existed
since 1236 and its buildings can be
traced back to the 15th century,
many visitors gravitate here to
experience Mirei Shigemori’s
garden from 1939, which combines
traditional Zen principles with the
spirit of modern art. tofukuji.jp
IN ODAWARA:
ENOURA OBSERVATORY
A short train ride from Tokyo,
photographer and architect Hiroshi
Sugimoto’s striking observatory is
set in a citrus grove overlooking the
sea. Tickets reserved in advance
are approximately $36.
odawara-af.com

ON
WITH
THE
SHOW

During the debut of Chanel’s Mademoiselle Privé exhibition
at London’s Saatchi Gallery in 2015, dresses hung around
fluorescent tubes that lit the lace pieces from within. At the
Shanghai show in early 2019, the cavernous West End Bund
Art Centre was divided by three spiral staircases that led
guests to spaces that explored the brand’s knack for haute
couture, fine jewellery and fragrance. And at its latest
installation at B&C Hall in Tokyo in October, those categories
were shuffled together in intimate rooms colour blocked
by the house’s signature hues.
“None of the Mademoiselle Privé shows are the same,”
said Chanel’s fashion president, Bruno Pavlovsky, on the
In the world of high fashion,
afternoon of the Japan launch, as celebrities including Pharrell
travelling exhibits continue
Williams and Sophia Coppola previewed the exhibition in
advance of its opening night party. “Every time, we develop
to attract big crowds
specific content, but the story is the same. The story is about
Mademoiselle Chanel, it’s about creation … the objective is to
give a specific angle of what Chanel is today.”
In an increasingly digitized fashion industry, travelling shows such as Mademoiselle Privé
continue to be important for Chanel – and its followers. According to Pavlovsky, 200,000
people attended in Shanghai and 30,000 tickets had been reserved for the Tokyo show before
it opened. “For me, the reason to invest in this exhibition is not about the level of success in
Japan,” he said. “It’s more about the image of the brand through the younger generation.”
In 2020, that investment will extend into the sixth edition of Mademoiselle Privé in Taiwan
in the fall. In its hometown, Paris, Chanel has also supported the construction of permanent
fashion gallery spaces at the Palais Galliera, where it will open the show, Gabrielle Chanel,
Manifeste de Mode, on April 4. – A.S.

The exhibition’s
gold and red rooms
feature door panels
that highlight the
craftsmanship and
detailing of archival
clothing. The
“Mademoiselle Privé”
name references the
words on Chanel’s
studio door.

For more information, visit chanel.com.

IN TOKYO:
HIGASHI-YAMA
Hidden away on a residential street
in the Meguro neighbourhood,
this intimate restaurant serves a
kaiseki-style menu, a multicourse
experience meant to highlight local
ingredients and unique styles of
cooking. higashiyama-tokyo.jp
PARK HYATT TOKYO
Best known as one of the locations
for Sofia Coppola’s film, Lost in
Translation, this hotel is a Shinjuku
landmark with its rooftop bar and
swimming pool with views toward
Mount Fuji. Rooms from
approximately $790. hyatt.com
TWELV
Tacamizuma Norijiro’s sake bar
highlights the diversity of the
rice-based spirit with tastings of
craft bottles and special vintages.
twelv.in
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A once-in-a-lifetime
trip to experience the
Caribbean’s signature
spirit – via private
jet – offers hints
on tracing the
history of rum from
Barbados to Bermuda
BY CHRISTINE SISMONDO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
NATHAN CYPRYS

ON
THE
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Fairmont Hotels
& Resorts has partnered
with AirSprint Private
Aviation on a Caribbean
rum tour that ferries
guests between
Barbados and Bermuda
on an Embraer jet.
The St. Nicholas Abbey
distillery in Barbados
(opposite page) is one
of the first stops on
the itinerary.

B

BEHIND EVERY GREAT SPIRIT
is a fascinating history. When it
comes to a colourful past, though,
rum beats them all.
That shouldn’t surprise anyone.
You’re bound to pick up a juicy yarn
or two after spending centuries
hanging out with pirates, navy men
and bootleggers. It’s the spirit that
launched more than a thousand ships
and, during Prohibition, even a plane
or two, given the world’s first commercial flights started in 1928 when thirsty
Americans started jetting off to the
Caribbean for cocktails.
It’s only fitting then that an islandhopping plane figures prominently in
the Ultimate Rum Run, a jam-packed,
four-day, deep dive into the origins of
rum that takes you from Barbados to
Bermuda, two of the most important
islands in rum’s rollicking backstory.
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Larry Warren (above)
oversees the St. Nicholas
Abbey distillery, which
is a rare example of
Jacobean architecture
(middle left). The tour's
base in Barbados is
the Fairmont Royal
Pavilion (top).
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Offered by Fairmont Hotels &
Resorts (in partnership with AirSprint
Private Aviation), the rum adventure
is part of its new Origin of Spirits collection, destination packages that offer
guests a chance to learn everything
they ever wanted to know about their
favourite tipple from the source. It
provides behind-the-scenes access to
the world’s top distillers and blenders,
as well as guided tastings and suppers
with chefs and bar stars. If that doesn’t
sound decadent enough, the itineraries also feature elements such as yacht
cruises, spa treatments, swimming
in crystal-clear waters with giant sea
turtles, excursions into secret pirate
caves and luxe beachfront accommodations at Fairmont resorts, all while
being whisked around on a private
plane, the state-of-the-art Embraer
Legacy 450, with free-flowing Veuve
Clicquot on board.
The Ultimate Rum Run fun
starts the moment the plane lands in
Barbados, home to the Fairmont Royal
Pavilion and “the birthplace of rum,”
a distinction it earned back in early
colonial days when it became famous
for having the best sugarcane and
being among the first islands to
perfect the art of distillation. More
than 300 years later, Barbados rum
is still considered among the finest,
thanks to a dynamic scene driven
by passionate distillers who are
committed to preserving the island’s
exalted rum traditions.

Case in point is Larry Warren,
architect, distiller and steward of
St. Nicholas Abbey, one of three
remaining Jacobean mansions in the
Western Hemisphere. Warren bought
the historic plantation in 2006 and
installed a micro distillery two years
later as part of an exhaustive restoration.
After a tour of the awe-inspiring
circa-1658 residence, which is bursting
with antique kitsch and curiosities,
Warren guides guests through his
heritage rum facility, all while explaining how the spirit shaped Barbados.
Sugar was planted on estates such as
St. Nicholas as early as the 1630s and,
while there’s some debate as to the
exact date of the first distillations, rum
followed soon after and quickly became
so important to the colony that the
history of the spirit and the island are
practically the same.
That story is still unfolding. There’s
currently a battle for the soul of rum
being waged in other rum-producing
regions, where it’s common practice
to cut short the ageing process and
disguise the spirit’s youth with added
sugar and colour. That’s why, when
Warren and his colleagues insist on
preserving traditional methods and
high standards, it’s more than just an
exercise in historical re-enactment.
St. Nicholas Abbey’s heritage offering
is far-and-away some of the best out
there – fresh-tasting, clean, lightly
sweet, with plenty of ripe tropical fruit,
raisin and just the right touch of heat.
The straightforward, pure sugarcane
spirit is celebrated everywhere from
the island’s rustic wooden shops, where
tourists mix with locals over dominoes,
to the new spate of acclaimed high-end
restaurants that are putting elevated
Bajan fare on the global culinary map.
It’s an important feature of the Ultimate
Rum Run, which showcases the new
Bajan cuisine through unique dining
experiences, including a once-in-alifetime lunch with chef Damian Leach
in the most awesome setting imaginable: a super-glampy tent pitched in the
middle of a cane field.
Lunch started with fresh-cut cane
juice and moved on to copious Mount
Gay cocktails, paired with course after
course of reimagined traditional island
flavours, including coconut ceviche,
roasted breadfruit and confit black
belly lamb. With a cocktail in hand, the
taste of banana sticky-toffee pudding
lingering in the mouth and nothing to
see but blue skies and miles of swaying
green stalks, it’s hard not to grasp that
everything on the island ties back to
the cane.

A highlight of the
Barbados stop
is a meal cooked
by award-winning
chef Damian Leach
(bottom left),
served al fresco
in the middle
of a cane field.
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The story of rum doesn’t end there,
though, since the spirit went off to
conquer hearts and minds in other
places, notably Bermuda, where it
evolved into a new style altogether.
It’s the stop for the second leg of the
Rum Run, where the local spirit is
toasted in local bars with Dark ’n’
Stormy and Rum Swizzle cocktails.
This enthusiasm is probably owing
to a certain amount of local affection
for Goslings Rum, the longest continually running business on Bermuda.
Bermuda might be too small to grow
sugarcane, but it's had plenty of influence on the spirit as an important hub
for ships involved in the colonial rum
trade, a hideout for pirates and, during
Prohibition, a stopover for smugglers
headed across the Atlantic to America.
Over the centuries, countless barrels
of rum were stashed in an expansive

ON LOCATION
The Ultimate Rum Run package includes
private air travel for eight guests and starts
at $185,000, based on double occupancy.
For more information, visit fairmont.com.
To book your own spirited getaway to
Bermuda or Barbados, here’s where to stay:
Goslings Rum takes centre
stage on the Bermuda leg
of the Ultimate Rum Run,
including at a dinner hosted
by its brand director, Andrew
Holmes (above), and the
Fairmont Southampton's
sous chef, Gerardo Say
Colmenares, at the Waterlot
Inn (middle right).
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IN BERMUDA:
FAIRMONT SOUTHAMPTON
On the island’s south side, this hotel includes
a private beach club, on-site tennis and golf,
plus 10 restaurants to choose from, including
the Waterlot Inn. Rooms from $638.
IN BARBADOS:
FAIRMONT ROYAL PAVILION
The Royal Pavilion was revamped in 2017 with
beachfront rooms. Its most recent refresh is
the Palm Terrace Restaurant under a loggia
overlooking the azure sea. Rooms from $365.

system of caves as well as the cellars
of public houses and taverns, such as
the Waterlot Inn, another cherished
institution that’s found new life as the
island’s premier steakhouse. That old
rum cellar is now home to a worldrenowned wine collection, and the
perfect setting for an unforgettable
rum dinner hosted by the Fairmont
Southampton’s sous chef Gerardo
Say Colmenares and Gosling’s brand
director, Andrew Holmes, a man who’s
happy to share all his spirited stories
over a dram, or eight.
The final day of the tour is impossibly fun, spent tooling around in
miniature cars to golf courses, pirate
caves and downtown Hamilton for a
tour with Bermuda’s official town crier,
all capped off by a yacht ride back to
the hotel for a next-level seafood and
cocktail pairing dinner at its Ocean
Club. On the flight home, it’s hard not
to be overcome by a sense of having
really done something special. You’ve
practically got a Master in Rum, after
all, and in the most memorable way
possible.

Before leaving
Bermuda, Hamilton's
town crier (top left)
offers visitors a
tour of the capital,
and guests can
explore the island's
natural beauty.

SHAKING THINGS UP

PHOTO BY HUBERT KANG (CHAI TAI COCKTAIL).

At Fairmont hotels around the world, a refreshed drink menu imagines new takes on classic cocktails
Last year, six of the most creative and accomplished
head bartenders from Fairmont Hotels & Resorts
around the world met up for a private summit in
New York. The mission? To see if they could do the
impossible and improve on perfection.
Fuelled by the world’s best Irish Coffee at
the famous Dead Rabbit Grocery and Grog bar
in lower Manhattan, the team (including two
Canadians, Grant Sceney of Vancouver’s Fairmont
Pacific Rim, and Nader Chabaane, from Montreal’s
Fairmont the Queen Elizabeth) brainstormed ideas
for the reinvention of timeless cocktails, from
the age-old Whiskey Sour to modern classics such

as the Cosmopolitan.
The results are featured in the Fairmont’s new
special menu, Cocktails, Perfected 2.0, which debuts
at properties around the world this spring. Nobody
knew there was room for improvement in the Old
Fashioned, but its new life as a scotch and tequila
drink, Old Fashioned, Amigos, livens up this simple
staple. Other highlights include the Chai Tai,
a tea-syrup and gin reworking of the boozy Mai Tai
(pictured); the Material Girl, gin’s answer to
the Cosmo; and the Carte Blanche, which finally
fixes the wobbly Vesper’s balance problem with
the addition of a little chardonnay. – C.S.
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BOOK
END

Stay here
A hotel guide taps design industry insiders
for tips on their favourite properties
I L L U S T R AT I O N BY R AY M O N D B I E S I N G E R

A

t a time when anyone can
post a review of his or her
most recent hotel stay,
who do you actually trust
to recommend your next
booking? If you prioritize thoughtful
design, an excellent location and
top-notch service, author Sarah Miller
is betting the opinions of 250 of the
world’s top architects should do.
Her book, Where Architects Sleep,
follows in the footsteps of other
Phaidon lifestyle titles that rely on
insider advice (Where Bartenders
Drink; Where Chefs Eat) and layers on
Miller’s own expertise. The founding

editor of Condé Nast Traveller
UK, Miller grew up with hotelier
grandparents and architect parents.
She calls this book an “amalgamation
of all the things I love.”
Inside, the likes of John Pawson,
Kengo Kuma and Daniel Libeskind
have identified 1,200 spots that satisfy
their sense of aesthetics and desire to
decompress. There’s some overlap with
the hotels featured in this magazine –
including the Park Hyatt in Tokyo,
Bermuda’s Fairmont Southampton
and Hotel Unique in Sao Paulo – plus
hundreds of other options for a
beautiful escape. – ANDREW SARDONE

Where Architects Sleep: The Most Stylish Hotels in the World, $35 at bookstores and online (phaidon.com).
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MORE than
a sneaker.
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